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Current research in the field has identified health effects such as obesity, diabetes, and behavioral changes that are
triggered as a result of disruptions to the timing of daily rhythms of the circadian system. Under temporally restricted
feeding protocols, food anticipatory activity (FAA) emerges prior to scheduled daily food availability and is thought to
be a rhythmic output of the food entrainable system. BALB/cJ and C57BL/6J mice were used as a model to observe
the effects of strain and diet (low-fat diet and high-fat diet) on food anticipatory activity when subjected to a temporal
restriction of food under a 16:8 light-dark (LD) cycle. This was done by first establishing food anticipatory activity
through food availability restricted to 4 hours a day. Then, the timing of food restriction was shifted forward by 6
hours to observe the effects on food anticipatory activity. The total wheel-running activity of mice increased under
restriction compared to when they were on ad-lib food. BALB/cJ mice are known to be able to readjust to disruptions
to their light-entrained circadian rhythms in wheel-running activity much faster than C57BL/6J mice. BALB/cJ mice
showed greater food anticipatory activity than C57BL/6J, and BALB/cJ mice on low-fat diet showed increased food
anticipatory activity compared to BALB/cJ mice on high-fat diet. During restricted feeding, mice on high-fat diet
showed higher nocturnal activity than those on low-fat diet at the expense of increased food anticipatory activity in
BALB/cJ mice. This implies that diet may affect the intensity of food anticipatory activity as well as causing a decrease
in nocturnal activity when food anticipatory activity is increased. Some of the mice, especially BALB/cJ mice, showed
advances in their light entrained activity when food restriction was phase-shifted forward. When mice were subjected
to food restriction when housed in constant darkness, many of the BALB/cJ mice displayed an advanced free-running
activity rhythm. This could suggest that their daily activity rhythm is phase advanced along with food restriction when
both external cues are present, indicating that temporal food restriction advances the phase of light-entrained
rhythms.
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Introduction
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Circadian (near 24 hours) rhythms in physiology and
behavior are generated internally in mammals.
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Many rhythms are generated by the suprachiasmatic
nuclei in the hypothalamus and can be synchronized to
external factors such as the light-dark cycle.
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Other rhythms appear to be synchronized instead to
timing of feeding.

•

This project examined the interactions between light
entrainable and food entrainable “clocks”.
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C57BL/6J mouse takes 5-7
days to resynchronize.
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Conclusion
• BALB/cJ mice showed more intense food
anticipatory activity than C57BL/6J mice.

Methods
FAA is Greater in BALB/cJ Mice, Particularly those on LFD

• Young adult male C57BL/6J and BALB/cJ mice. Half the
mice on low-fat diet and half on high-fat diet.

• Timing of food restriction may influence
the phase of light entrained activity
rhythms.
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• Mice were entrained to a 16:8 light-dark cycle.
• Food restricted to 4 hours late in the day-time. After 3
weeks, timing of food restriction was shifted forward to
early day-time.
• Mice were then put in constant darkness with food
restriction for over a week. Then, mice were put on ad lib
feeding and maintained under constant darkness (DD).
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Activity Count

• Activity was monitored by exercise wheels and motion
detectors. Food intake was measured daily and body
weights were measured weekly.

• Diet influenced intensity of food
anticipatory activity in BALB/cj mice.

• Interaction of food and light zeitgebers
may differ between strains.
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• This can inform the use of temporal food
restriction in control of body weights in
humans.
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Light Synchronized Activity Rhythms of BALB/cJ Mice
Advanced When Timing of Food is Restricted

Red lines represent days of 4 hour food restriction

• Body weights slightly decreased with each
transition of treatment.

• LFD mice Increased body weight greatly when
under constant darkness while food restriction
was maintained.

• When food restriction was extended to 8 hours for
a few days, caloric intake increased suggesting
there is a component of caloric restriction with
temporal restriction of food.

• Caloric intake Increased under constant darkness
when light was eliminated while food restriction
was maintained.

